Abstract

Purpose – The purpose of this paper is to compare conditions in informal day-labor markets in South Africa and the USA to better understand the nature of worker vulnerabilities in this market, as well as the economic conditions that have contributed to the growth of day labor. The conclusion considers interventions that are underway in the two countries to improve conditions in day-labor markets.

Design/methodology/approach – The paper is based on national surveys of day laborers in South Africa and the USA. A random sample of day laborers seeking work at informal hiring sites was undertaken in each country. The paper presents key findings, compares conditions in South Africa and the USA, and analyzes the relationship between economic change, labor-market dynamics, and worker vulnerability.

Findings – Day-labor work is characterized by low pay, hazardous conditions on the job, and tremendous income insecurity. The day-labor markets in South Africa and the USA perform somewhat different functions within regional economies. Within South Africa, day labor can be regarded as a survival strategy. The growth of day labor in South Africa over the past decade is a manifestation of a formal labor market that is incapable of absorbing the structurally unemployed. Here, day labor is the employment of last resort, allowing workers to subsist on the fringes of the mainstream economy, but offering few pathways into the formal sector. In the USA, the day labor workforce is a largely undocumented-immigrant workforce. Workers seek work at informal hiring sites, maintaining a tenuous hold on jobs in the construction industry. There is evidence of some mobility into more stable and better paying employment.

Practical implications – This paper documents the need for policies and programs to increase employment opportunities for day laborers and to better enforce labor standards in the informal economy.
Originality/value – This paper summarizes findings from the only two national surveys of day laborers that have been conducted, and it compares for the first time the dynamic within growing day-labor markets in a developed- and emerging-market context.
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1. Introduction

Recent academic and popular literature has documented the re-emergence of day labor in a diverse group of countries in Africa, Asia, Europe, and North America. Day laborers gather at informal hiring sites located in public spaces to search for construction, landscaping, and other manual labor jobs. Employment rates tend to be low, as are the wages, and day laborers must contend with heightened levels of employment insecurity. Workplace injuries are common, contributing to the physical and material hardships faced by these workers. Though commonly regarded as an anachronistic employment relation, one that gradually would be eliminated with the “modernization” of an economy, the re-emergence of day labor in both advanced and emerging economies calls into question many of the prevailing interpretations of the persistence and growth of informalized occupations. It suggests that the relationship between this mode of casualized employment and wider patterns of labor market restructuring must be reconceptualized, and it highlights the need for research to document and analyze the vulnerabilities workers face in the informal economy.

The economic conditions that give rise to day labor are numerous and varied (Blaauw, 2010; Doussard, 2013; Peck and Theodore, 2012; Theodore et al., 2006; Williams, 2010). They include, on the demand side, firms’ reduced dependence on internal labor markets to organize workforce systems, which in part has been achieved through an increasing reliance both on casualized employment arrangements to fill low-wage occupations and on the employment of temporary workers as a means of achieving greater labor market flexibility and labor cost-savings. On the supply side, these conditions include large-scale worker dislocation from sectors of the economy that previously provided ample employment opportunities, leading to crowding in low-wage labor markets, along with processes of labor market segmentation that constrain unemployed workers’ entry into stable, well-paying jobs. They also include breakdowns in systems of human-capital acquisition that result in large numbers of workers who do not possess even the most minimal job-market credentials. Faced with inadequate employment opportunities, many workers turn to day-labor markets as their employment of last resort. Within regional economies, these conditions are exacerbated by uneven geographical development, which creates sometimes vast spatial asymmetries in the demand for labor. And within the sphere of government enforcement of labor standards, the terms under which workers enter employment is further shaped by the reach and extent of regulatory enforcement.

Day laborers encounter a highly unstable job market that provides low and uncertain wages, and few prospects for continuing employment. As a result, like so many workers in the informal economy, day laborers, and their dependents, tend to live in poverty (Blaauw et al., 2006; Valenzuela et al., 2006). In an effort to better understand the vulnerabilities associated with working in day-labor markets, this paper analyzes day-labor work in the USA and South Africa in order to compare the dynamics within day-labor markets in each country. Drawing on the results of national surveys in these two countries which, to our knowledge, are the only national studies that have been
undertaken to date anywhere in the world, this paper seeks to compare and analyze the prevailing dynamics of day labor in a highly developed and an emerging market economy. We seek to analyze the commonalities and differences in the functioning of day-labor markets in these two contexts to assess the role day labor plays in wider processes of economic restructuring and to evaluate the extent to which this segment of the informal economy provides pathways for workers into more stable employment. The USA and South Africa provide an appropriate point of departure to answer these questions given the growth that has occurred in day-labor markets over the past two decades. The paper analyzes data on day laborers’ demographics, employment histories, and earnings to compare and contrast the prevailing economic rationales for the existence of this form of casualized employment while also considering the different socioeconomic circumstances that are prevalent in each country. The paper concludes with a discussion of strategies to improve the labor-market outcomes of day laborers.

2. Methodology
This paper draws on the results of two national surveys of day laborers conducted in the mid-2000s. These surveys offer a unique opportunity to analyze commonalities and differences in prevailing modes of informality in two quite different contexts. By analyzing day-labor markets across these two studies, we are able to explore the underlying conditions that support the growth of day-labor markets using a comparative frame of analysis that highlights key differences in the demographics, working conditions, and employment histories of day laborers.

In the USA, the National Day Laborer Survey was administered by the University of California, Los Angeles in collaboration with the University of Illinois at Chicago, New School University, and the National Day Laborers Organizing Network. The survey reached a random sample of 2,660 day laborers at 264 hiring sites in 20 states and the District of Columbia (for a detailed discussion of the methodology used, see Valenzuela et al., 2006). The results of this study are compared to a survey conducted in South Africa using a similar methodology. Day laborers were interviewed across South Africa by the University of Johannesburg and the University of South Africa, following a lengthy process of identifying hiring sites. The size of the population was determined through a countrywide reconnaissance process, during which a census of the number of day laborers was undertaken. The size of the workforce was determined to be approximately 45,000 (see Blaauw, 2010, for a detailed discussion of the research methodology that was followed). The survey reached 3,830 day laborers, representing 8.5 percent of the target population.

Both surveys were administered in-person to job seekers who where present at day-laborer hiring sites. The survey instruments included questions regarding worker demographics, employment patterns, wages and earnings, and material hardships. The completion of these two large-scale, national surveys provides a unique opportunity to compare the dynamics of this informal labor market in a developed and developing country context.

3. Day laborer demographics
Based on the data collected in the day laborer surveys, it was estimated that on any given day in the USA, approximately 117,600 workers are either looking for day-labor jobs or are employed as day laborers, whereas in South Africa, at least 45,000 day laborers congregate at more than 1,000 informal hiring sites. This section presents a demographic portrait of day laborers in the two countries, identifying similarities and
exploring several distinct differences in the workforces’ characteristics and its insertion into the economy.

In both the USA and South Africa, the day labor workforce is overwhelmingly male (98 and 96 percent, respectively) and relatively young. In the USA, day laborers’ median age is 34 years old, while in South Africa, nearly 70 percent of the respondents are less than 35 years old. In terms of South African legislation, the term “youth” includes people between the ages of 15 and 34. The vast majority of day laborers can therefore be classified as young, day labor being one manifestation of the persistent unemployment and under-employment among young workers in South Africa (Vakalisa, 2005, p. 53).

Likewise, in both South Africa and the USA, the educational attainment levels of day laborers are low. In South Africa, 6 percent of day laborers never attended school, 20 percent only completed some primary schooling, and just 15 percent had completed secondary schooling. This indicates that eight in ten day laborers have not completed formal schooling, severely limiting their opportunities in an economy that is increasingly capital and technology intensive (Loots, 1998). In the USA, 6 percent of day laborers do not have any formal schooling, 22 percent have five years or less of schooling, 30 percent have six to eight years of schooling, and 42 percent have nine or more years of schooling.

Perhaps the most striking difference between the day laborer workforces in the USA and South Africa is their composition in terms of race and nationality. In South Africa, it is principally South African-born black and colored members of the population who participate in the day-labor market. Slightly more than 92 percent of respondents are black, 7.3 percent are colored, and the remaining one-half a percent consists of whites and Indians. This reflects the overall racial composition of the broader informal sector within South Africa (Saunders, 2005). Although the number of immigrant day laborers in South Africa has been increasing, the vast majority is still South African born. Of the 3,830 survey respondents, nearly 85 percent were born in South Africa, 10 percent were born in Zimbabwe, 3 percent were born in Mozambique, and 1 percent was born in Lesotho.

The situation in the USA is quite different, where US-born workers comprise just 7 percent of the day laborer workforce. Day laborers in the USA are overwhelmingly immigrant and Latino. The majority of day laborers were born in Mexico (59 percent), while a sizable minority (28 percent) are migrants from Central America, and a smaller share (4 percent) are migrants from various South American countries. Furthermore, from the survey, it is estimated that 75 percent of day laborers in the USA are undocumented immigrants, a status that confers distinct disadvantages in terms job opportunities, wages, and working conditions, as well as on the ability of workers to contest violations of labor standards (Fussell, 2011; Gentsch and Massey, 2011; Hudson, 2007).

Differences in the national origin of day laborers in the USA and South Africa raise important questions about the dynamics within the day-labor markets of these countries, as well as questions about differences in the vulnerabilities faced by these workforces. For most day laborers in the USA, this labor market fulfills one of three roles. First, for workers in areas with inadequate employment prospects, due to the changing structure of employer demand or because of a cyclical downturn in the regional economy, day labor provides an opportunity for workers to regain a foothold in the job market while also providing an immediate source of earnings. Workers displaced from other sectors of the economy as a result of layoffs and business closings may turn to day labor as a means of labor-market re-entry. Second, for newly arrived migrant workers with limited knowledge
about job openings or with underdeveloped job-search networks, day labor might be a first job in the USA and an opportunity to acquire work experience, employer contacts, and skills. The residential construction industry in the USA, Iskander and Lowe (2010, 2013) have shown, has been a site of collective skills-building among Latino immigrants, providing workers the opportunity both to transfer building techniques from their countries of origin to the USA and to develop hybrid building methods by applying these techniques to US construction processes and materials. Skills building in this way, they argue, is especially important for immigrant workers with low levels of educational attainment. And third, for workers who are seeking long-term employment in the residential construction industry, day labor, paradoxically perhaps, provides an avenue for securing ongoing work in the industry. The residential construction industry in the USA is characterized by a high degree of casualization and informality, owing to the low levels of unionization in this segment of the industry as well as the prevalence of small enterprises that secure market share by holding down labor costs in this price-competitive industry (Doussard, 2013; Erlich and Grabelsky, 2006). Workers often move between employers as labor demand fluctuates, and employers increasingly are revamping their workforce systems to reduce labor costs by capitalizing on the availability of workers who can be hired on a temporary basis. As a result of these and other factors, many workers have come to rely on day-labor hiring sites as a source of employment.

The job market facing day laborers in South Africa differs from that of the USA in several important respects. Structural deficits within South Africa’s “mainstream” economy render it unable to readily absorb new labor-market entrants into formal employment. There simply are not enough jobs to absorb the unemployed population, and many job seekers are compelled to search for work in the informal sector (Bhorat et al., 2001; Muller, 2003). Labor surpluses exist throughout the country, as is reflected in high rates of long-term unemployment and entrenched poverty (Bhorat, 2004; Banerjee et al., 2007; Schoeman et al., 2010). For young job seekers with little or no work experience, their employment prospects are especially bleak (Barrar, 2010; Centre for Development and Enterprise, 2012). Supply-side problems of low educational attainment compound the problem of jobs deficits, especially among older workers who were denied adequate schooling during the apartheid era, and younger workers today who must leave school in order to join the labor force and contribute to family earnings. As a result, day-labor markets in South Africa largely function as a “catchment area” for workers who have lost their formal employment, or who have never had the opportunity to hold a steady job, and for whom the prospects of entry or re-entry into the formal sector are sharply circumscribed.

4. Employment dynamics in day-labor markets
Day laborers in the USA and South Africa perform a wide range of manual-labor tasks, most related to the construction and landscaping industries (Table I). The most commonly held jobs are physically demanding, and several are associated with heightened risks to worker health and safety.

Determining the extent to which day laborers have held full-time employment can provide valuable insights into the stocks and flows within this informal labor market. In the USA, 57 percent of day laborers have held a regular, permanent job in the country, most commonly in construction, restaurant work, or manufacturing, and 90 percent held employment in their country of origin, often in the agricultural sector, prior to immigrating to the USA. Likewise, in South Africa, 50 percent of day laborers surveyed had previously held a formal-sector job.
One of the key differences in the dynamics of day-labor work between the two countries is the length of time in which day laborers are involved in this informal-sector activity (Schenck and Blaauw, 2008). Nearly three quarters (74 percent) of day laborers in the USA have worked as a day laborer for three years or less, and 44 percent percent have been a day laborer for less than one year. The presence of short spells as a day laborer (say for one year or less) suggests that a substantial share of workers are able to make the transition out of the day-labor market, presumably to better-paying, more stable employment. What is not clear, however, is whether these transitions are enduring or whether day laborers simply cycle in and out of more stable employment, returning to informal hiring sites following job loss. These figures also suggest that the day-labor market performs something of a shock-absorber function for the US economy, receiving workers who have been displaced from other sectors during economic downturns.

In South Africa, day laborers, on average, have been engaged in this activity for far longer, with many working as a day laborer for their entire adult life. Less than half (48 percent) of day laborers in South Africa worked as a day laborer for three years or less, and under 15 percent had worked as a day laborer for less than one year (Figure 1). These findings lend credence to the conclusion that employment in the informal economy in South Africa is often long term in nature (McKeever, 2007).

To further explore the employment trajectories of day laborers in South Africa, an adjusted stock-flow model is utilized to illustrate the entry into the sector (Figure 2). Within the day-labor market, 50.2 percent of workers last held a job in the formal sector, while 46.4 percent had not previously held any type of employment (3.4 percent did not answer the question in the survey). For those exiting the formal sector, layoffs accounted for the overwhelming majority of those exits.

These statistics underscore a key difference between South African day laborers and their counterparts in the USA. For many day laborers in the USA, even some of those who are undocumented immigrants, securing work through informal hiring sites can lead to their eventual integration into the formal economy. For most South African day laborers, on the other hand, the combination of demonstrably inadequate labor demand and their low-levels of educational attainment likely relegates these workers to the informal sector for the long term. Working as a day laborer in South Africa has therefore become a means of survival, casting doubt on the premise that the informal economy functions as a stepping stone to employment in the formal economy (McKeever, 2007). Arguably, there is a danger that it may in fact reinforce income inequalities that already exist in the wider economy (Banerjee et al., 2007).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table I.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Top six occupations of day laborers in the USA and South Africa, and percentage reporting that they have held a given job</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Occupation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction laborer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mover</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gardener/landscaper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Painter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roofer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>House cleaner</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Source:** Survey data
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Figure 1.
Number of years searching for day labor work, South Africa

Source: Survey data

Figure 2.
The adjusted stock-flow model of day laborers, South Africa

Source: Adapted from McConnell et al. (2009); survey data
In contrast to what we have characterized as the day-labor market’s shock-absorber function in the USA, South Africa’s day-labor market appears to perform a different role within regional economies, operating as a reservoir of underemployed workers. With high levels of unemployment, especially in cities, day-labor markets have become overwhelmed and they are unable to provide sufficient employment opportunities or earnings. Data from South Africa suggest a clear relationship between macroeconomic conditions and the size of the day-labor workforce. As shown in Figure 3, since the early 1980s, the growth in the day-laborer workforce has paralleled a rise in the national unemployment rate, a pattern that seems to have become further entrenched in the late 1990s and early 2000s.

The graphical representation in Figure 3 suggests a two- to three-year lagged correlation between the national unemployment rate and the year that day laborers in South Africa turned to this informal economic activity. This apparent relationship is further analyzed by way of a standard correlation analysis. The increase in the number of job seekers becoming day laborers is positively correlated (at the 0.05 level of confidence, with a $t$-statistic of 5.49 and a critical $t$-value of 3.707) with the unemployment rate in South Africa. The correlation coefficient between the year that a worker started as a day laborer and the unemployment rate at the time is 0.73. When the year that day laborers in South Africa resorted to this activity is correlated with the unemployment rate of two years earlier, the correlation coefficient is 0.84 and no less statistically significant. The $t$-statistic increases to 7.58, with a critical $t$-value of 3.745 at the 0.05 level of confidence. This lagged correlation supports the contention that day labor tends to be the employment of last resort for people who either are unemployed or who have never been employed. Day labor is a way to minimize the costs of jobseeking in the context of entrenched structural unemployment among less-educated individuals.

**Figure 3.** The year in which workers began day laboring and the unemployment rate, South Africa

Source: Survey data; Quantec (2007)
workers, as well as the economic burdens faced when a formal sector job is lost or difficult to obtain in the first instance (Loots, 1998; Barker, 2007).

These indicators, combined with information gathered from worker interviews, suggest that as a number of South African industries have restructured and retrenched, low-skilled workers have been displaced in large numbers, leading to crowding at informal hiring sites. The sustained high unemployment rates that have beset South Africa are an indication of enduring jobs deficits throughout the country. It is considerably more difficult for day laborers, and for low-skilled workers in general, to obtain alternative employment in the formal sector when unemployment rates persist at such extraordinarily high levels (Schoeman et al., 2010; Schoeman and Blaauw, 2009).

5. Day laborer earnings and vulnerabilities
Day laborers’ earnings are characterized by chronic instability and insecurity. Workers are hired strictly on an as-needed basis, the employment “contract” is verbal and unsecured, and basic employment conditions, such as the tasks involved, the wage, and the length of employment, are usually discussed and negotiated in a matter of moments. Day laborer earnings in the USA vary seasonally, as well, leading to considerable earnings volatility over the course of a year. Figure 4 compares typical wages during a “good” month when work is plentiful and a “bad” month when it is scarce. It shows that the median earnings level in a good month is $1,400, while in a bad month it falls to just 36 percent of peak-period levels, or $500. Therefore, even in cases where day laborers have many more good months than bad months, it is unlikely that their annual earnings will exceed $15,000, keeping most workers in this job market at or below the federal poverty threshold.

![Figure 4. Earnings of day laborers in the USA for a “good” month and a “bad” month](source: Survey data)
Day laborers in South Africa are faced with similar challenges regarding earnings instability and insecurity. They must confront unfulfilled expectations in terms of their reservation wages and they must contend with persistently low daily earnings. The variance in the daily and weekly wages highlights the uncertainty experienced by day laborers in terms of their income (Figures 5 and 6). Earnings levels are exceedingly low, even for workers who are able to secure employment in a “good” week.

The observed variances in day laborers’ earnings, both the USA and South Africa, reflect workers’ daily struggle to hedge against the risks of unemployment that are endemic to day-labor markets. Any unfavorable event, such as an injury or illness, a reduction in employer demand, or even a spell of inclement weather, will immediately reduce their earnings. As the data from the two national surveys have shown, day laborers can ill afford these income losses. Moreover, low earnings, and the fact that the prospects for future earnings are largely unknown, point to the fundamentally social nature of the market mechanism that ostensibly governs informal hiring sites (see Peck, 1996). Day laborers must contend with very real survivalist considerations, and the daily search for work in crowded labor markets creates a downward drag on wages and working conditions. These downward pressures affect day laborers, almost irrespective of their human-capital attributes; all day laborers must compete for work in a market where the balance of power is tilted decisively in the direction of employers.

The labor surpluses present at informal hiring sites allow employers to act as price-setters, and they will continue to search for workers until their desired wage rate is met. Moreover, because it is difficult for day laborers to certify their skills in ways that are legible to employers, more-skilled day laborers are often unable to distinguish themselves from less-skilled workers, impeding the use of skills differentiation as a means of commanding higher wages. As a result, the threat of wage undercutting by fellow day laborers means that, barring efforts to collectively bargain wages at informal hiring sites, workers will have enormous difficulties in independently raising wage rates. And although there is some evidence that better educated day laborers in South Africa command higher wages and set higher reservation wages, when compared to measures of worker economic security, these differences are modest.

![Figure 5. The lowest vs highest daily wage earned by day laborers in South Africa during the 12 months prior to being surveyed.](source: Survey data)
perhaps with the exception of the highest wages earned by the most educated workers (Figure 7). Notable in these statistics is the relative parity in daily wages among workers during “bad” days, a further indication that workers with differing levels of educational attainment compete directly with one another.

In addition to their low wages and irregular employment, day laborers in the USA and South Africa experience numerous hardships in their search for work. In the USA, day laborers routinely suffer violations of basic labor standards, especially wage theft by employers. Valenzuela et al. (2006) found that 49 percent of day laborers suffered at least one violation of basic labor standards, with wage theft being the most common violation.

Figure 6. Earnings of day laborers in South Africa in a good week vs a bad week

Source: Survey data

Figure 7. Mean values of daily income measures across categories of educational attainment for day laborers, South Africa
least one instance of the nonpayment of wages in a two-month period, while a similar proportion reported instances of being underpaid during the same period. The high incidence of labor law violations is directly related to the economic vulnerability of this workforce. Unscrupulous employers frequently exploit day laborers’ need for work, abandoning workers at worksites and failing to pay them for their work. In addition, employers often threaten to report workers to federal immigration authorities, and engage in other forms of retaliation, if workers speak out against substandard conditions and violations of labor laws (Fussell, 2011; Mehta and Theodore, 2006). In South Africa, there is little evidence to suggest that day laborers experience such widespread violations of labor laws. Here, however, because the work is so poorly paid and infrequent, day laborers suffer high levels of homelessness, hunger, and other forms of material deprivation.

One strategy for raising wages is to work repeatedly for the same employer. Frequent employment not only stabilizes employment and earnings, it also allows day laborers to demonstrate attributes, such as skill and dependability, which are desired by employers. Employers may be willing to pay a wage premium to workers who demonstrate these attributes. Bartley and Roberts (2006), for example, found a positive and statistically significant relationship between repeat employment and real wages among workers employed through day-labor temporary staffing agencies in the USA, even when controlling for organizational form and human capital. Repeat employment is common in USA day-labor markets, where 69 percent of day laborers report that they were rehired by the same employer, suggesting a pattern of satisfied employers and willing workers. In South Africa, Blaauw (2010) found that day laborers who were rehired by an employer earned, on average, approximately 30 percent more than those who were not. This positive and statistically significant relationship suggests that Bartley and Roberts’ findings may hold for workers in emerging economies as well. However, in South Africa, less than 15 percent of the day laborers surveyed reported that they had been repeatedly hired by the same employer, thereby limiting the positive wage effects that might accrue to workers through the practice of day laborer rehiring.

6. **Interventions aimed at the inclusion of day laborers**

Hypercompetitive conditions in day-labor markets militate against individualized attempts to raise wages and improve working conditions. If a given worker balks at a wage offer or refuses to undertake hazardous job assignments, employers have enormous leeway in replacing the worker since the employment agreement is nonbinding and the supply of job seekers is seemingly endless. Therefore, in a market characterized by vast labor supply-demand imbalances, combined with an absence of effective state enforcement of labor standards, collective strategies are required in order to raise the floor on wages and conditions. Collective action, in turn, requires organizing, bolstered by a resolve among the workforce to attempt to regulate the labor market from within. In the USA, day laborers have exhibited the ability to do just this, by developing an internal decision-making structure at informal hiring sites that allows them to set and maintain minimum-wage rates, shun abusive employers, and defend hiring sites in the face of efforts by some municipal governments and local law-enforcement authorities to ban the activity. In their more developed and institutionalized form, these strategies have led to the creation of worker centers, a set of labor market intermediaries situated at the heart of the informal economy.

An increasing number of worker centers (Fine, 2006; Gordon, 2005) and other non-profit organizations in the USA seek to intervene and set standards in the informal
economy, while also aiding workers in managing the multifarious hardships associated with working in the informal economy (Gleeson, 2012; Martin, 2010). Day labor worker centers typically establish hiring halls from which day-labor markets can be better regulated. As a direct intervention in informal labor markets, these worker centers set wage rates, develop job-allocation systems, and assist day laborers in redressing wage theft (Theodore et al., 2009; Theodore, 2015). In addition, some are actively engaged in providing workplace safety training. Evaluation research has found that these interventions are effective in raising wages and improving health and safety on the job (Meléndez et al., 2013, 2014).

In the USA, day labor organizing has occurred primarily under the auspices of the National Day Laborer Organizing Network (NDLON), and its 43 member organizations. Founded in 2000, NDLON is an alliance of independent worker centers that operate worker-led organizations designed to promote collective action among day laborers. NDLON-affiliated worker centers do more than establish and monitor rules in day-labor markets. They represent an exercise in direct democracy in a sector of the economy that lacks transparency and which confers its benefits so inequitably. By developing workforce strategies to intervene in these markets, day labor worker centers reinforce the notion that, through collective action, workers can be a regulatory force in the informal economy. Initiatives of this nature hold the potential of enabling day laborers to mitigate the risks they face in the informal economy and, if successful, establish more sustainable labor standards in the day-labor market.

Within South Africa, interventions in day-labor markets have been coordinated by Men on the Side of the Road (MSR), a social-enterprise organization founded in Cape Town in 1999 but with affiliates in other parts of the country. Like worker centers, MSR affiliates replace the informality of street-corner hiring sites with systems to safeguard workers’ wages and working conditions. In addition, MSR has sought to increase the skills of day laborers through job training, and to develop ways for helping employers evaluate worker skills. The need for skills certification in the informal economy has been recognized in the literature (Mehrotra and Biggeri, 2007). This research has shown that there is some willingness on the part of employers to reward the skills of day laborers with higher pay, and that some employers are even willing to pay an efficiency wage to keep skilled workers in their employ. Day laborers registered at MSR offices are evaluated by industry insiders who can validate worker skills in several construction-related occupations. Once certified, the skill in question can be listed on the back of the worker’s identification card, thus enabling prospective employers to improve their screening processes and hire skilled day laborers who are qualified for the job. On the supply side of the job market, the increased legibility of worker skills may increase the negotiating power of more skilled day laborers while also improving the functioning of the labor market.

7. Conclusions
This paper has compared the labor market experiences of day laborers in the USA and South Africa, their location within restructuring labor markets, and the vulnerabilities they face in the informal economy. The comparison of day labor work in the two countries has identified a number of similarities between informal-sector workers in a developed and developing economy. Operating beyond the reach of government regulation of labor standards, and in the context of sizable labor surpluses, the fierce competition for jobs that occurs at informal hiring sites places downward pressures on
wages and working conditions. Low pay and intermittent work is the norm, and the overwhelming majority of day laborers must contend with the vicissitudes of a labor market that is in a constant state of flux.

The day-labor markets of the two countries perform somewhat different functions within regional economies. In both countries, there are close links between day-labor markets and the residential construction and landscaping industries, and day laborers help employers meet their demand for temporary workers hired on an as-needed basis. The burdens associated with the instability of labor demand, however, are primarily borne on the supply side of this employment relationship: day labor work is poorly paid and highly contingent. Although there appears to be greater upward mobility of day laborers in the USA than in South Africa, the extent to which workers are able to permanently move out of this segment of the informal economy should not be exaggerated. A sizable share of workers are employed as day laborers for extended periods of time, and it is likely that many of those who enter more formalized jobs retain little more than a tenuous hold on these positions. For many, a return to day labor can be expected.

Within South Africa, day labor can be regarded as a survival strategy. The growth of day labor in South Africa over the past decade is a manifestation of a formal labor market that is incapable of clearing the supply of labor, as postulated by orthodox labor market theory. Here, day-labor markets are catchment zones for the structurally unemployed, and labor surpluses and below-poverty level wages are the norm. Furthermore, there are signs that increasing competition among day laborers is straining relations between foreign-born and South African-born day laborers (Blaauw et al., 2012), an additional challenge that must be overcome for there to be broad-based collective action to safeguard labor standards. As the employment of last resort, day labor may allow workers to subsist on the fringes of the mainstream economy, but it also may ultimately lead to their further isolation from jobs in the formal sector. There appears to be little upward mobility for day laborers in South Africa, and given the economy’s persistently high unemployment rate, the prospects for transitions into more stable employment are indeed dim. Meanwhile, the capacity of informal hiring sites to absorb greater numbers of underemployed workers – and to compensate for the inadequacies of the mainstream labor market – is quite limited. Absent a substantial increase in economic activity organized through day-labor markets, day-labor income must be shared among an ever-growing workforce, leading to a diminishing level of real earnings for a given worker. For this reason, it would be unsurprising if reservation wages were to decline over time across this segment of the informal economy.

The conditions that have lead to the growth of day labor in the USA and South Africa are such that it is improbable that wages and working conditions will improve without the determined efforts of workers themselves to collectively bargain their terms of employment. This includes collectively setting wages and monitoring conditions on the job. Evidence from the USA indicates that such collective strategies are in fact possible and effective, even in hypercompetitive day-labor markets, while throughout Africa there are signs that workers in a range of informalized sectors are organizing to safeguard their livelihoods (Lindell, 2010). As long as governments continue to lack the will, and perhaps also the means, to adequately enforce labor standards in informalizing sectors, worker organizing will likely be the principal regulatory strategy to improve conditions in these fast-growing zones of restructuring economies.
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